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How to Import and Display 3D IP Data
The advent of 3D IP inversion precipitated the use of offset Tx/Rx configurations. Most IP arrays are
sensitive to offline sources as much as they are to sources at an equivalent depth. A 2D inversionmay
place such a lateral source at an equivalent depth. This emphasizes the necessity to collect 3D IP data
and subject it to 3D inversion.

Electrode arrays can be designed to optimize target definition and data collection efficiency. All the
receivers are normally placed in parallel lines, after which the transmitter is moved and activated in
parallel lines in-between receiver lines.

The practical configuration in common use is Offset Pole-Dipole. It is more efficient than the Dipole-
Dipole configuration and it provides a better depth resolution and amore uniform lateral sensitivity.White
et al., 20031 provides a comprehensive description of this configuration. The Pole-Dipole
3D configuration speeds data collection and reduces the effects of EM coupling.



To Import 3D IP Data
1. Load the IP menu.

2. From the IPmenu, select Import | 3D IP Format. You will be prompted to either create a new
database or import in the current database. Proceed to create a new database.

3. Navigate to the directory where your input data file is stored and select it.

4. Click OK and the 3D IP data will be loaded in the new database.

To Calculate the Pseudosection Points in 3D Space
Two expression files are provided at the end of this document to calculate the pseudosection points in
3D space. Apply the appropriate one to your 3D IP database.

Note that the expression file assumes that the standard IP channel naming convention is in
effect. If you are not using this naming convention, alter the expression file(s) to adapt it to your
data. The provided formulas assume a 45° dip angle intersection between the transmitter mid-
point (Dipole-Dipole) or near transmitter ( Pole-Dipole) in 3D space and themidpoint of the
corresponding receiver pair.

In this particular example, we are using a Pole-Dipole configuration. Save the appropriate
expression in the file Geosoft\Oasis montaj\user\etc\3DIP_PDP.exp.

1. From theDatabase Tools menu, select Channel Math. At the bottom of the dialog, click the
button and locate the expression file you just saved.
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To Calculate the Pseudosection Points in 3D Space

2. Click the Load button. This will load the expression file into themath dialog.

3. You will be prompted to provide the name of the Pseudosection X,Y,Z channels. EnterX, Y, Z .

4. Click OK and the new XYZ channels will be generated and saved in the database.
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To Display the Pole-Dipole Data in 3D Space
The pseudosection surfaces can be displayed as variable colour symbols in a 3D view. In addition, the
location of the transmitters and receivers can also be plotted as symbols on the same view.

1. From the 3D menu, select Create a New 3D View.

2. Name your View 3DIP_PDP and your map 3DIP. This will open a blank 3D viewer.

3. In the 3D Viewer, from theAdd to 3D menu, select 3D Symbols. Provide the Z channel as the
vertical axis and display the self potential or any other desired channel with a variable colour
table.
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To Display the Pole-Dipole Data in 3D Space

The X, Y, Z plan views are illustrated below.

4. To preserve this view, left click on the view nameSYMB_Z_Sp to select it , then press F2 and
rename it Pseudosection_Sp.

5. Add the transmitter locations on the surface. To do so, from theCoordinates menu, select Set
current X,Y,Z coordinates and change the X & Y channels to T1X & T1Y.

6. Go back to the 3D viewer and plot the transmitters as 3D symbols. Select a Fixed colour and a
different symbol for the transmitters.
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7. Proceed in the samemanner to display the receivers in a different colour and symbol.

Expressions

Pole-Dipole configuration
@TmX = T1X;

@TmY = T1Y;

@TmZ = T1Z;

@RmX = (R1X+R2X)/2.0;

@RmY = (R1Y+R2Y)/2.0;

@RmZ = (R1Z+R2Z)/2.0;
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Dipole-Dipole configuration

Sep=sqrt((@TmX-@RmX)**2+(@TmY-@RmY)**2+(@TmZ-@RmZ)**2);

Dip=asin((@TmZ-@RmZ)/Sep);

@A=atan(abs((@TmY-@RmY)/(@TmX-@RmX)));

Azm=(((@TmX-@RmX)==0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)<0)?3.141592654+@A:

(((@TmX-@RmX)>0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)<0)?2.0*3.141592654-@A:

(((@TmX-@RmX)<0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)>0)?3.141592654-@A:

(((@TmX-@RmX)<0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)<0)?3.141592654+@A:@A))));

PX=sin(Dip)*Sep/2.0*cos(Azm)+(@TmX+@RmX)/2.0;

PY=sin(Dip)*Sep/2.0*sin(Azm)+(@TmY+@RmY)/2.0;

PZ=-cos(Dip)*Sep/2.0+(@TmZ+@RmZ)/2.0;

Dipole-Dipole configuration
@TmX = (T1X+T2X)/2.0;

@TmY = (T1Y+T2Y)/2.0;

@TmZ = (T1Z+T2Z)/2.0;

@RmX = (R1X+R2X)/2.0;

@RmY = (R1Y+R2Y)/2.0;

@RmZ = (R1Z+R2Z)/2.0;

Sep=sqrt((@TmX-@RmX)**2+(@TmY-@RmY)**2+(@TmZ-@RmZ)**2);

Dip=asin((@TmZ-@RmZ)/Sep);

@A=atan(abs((@TmY-@RmY)/(@TmX-@RmX)));

Azm=(((@TmX-@RmX)==0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)<0)?3.141592654+@A:

(((@TmX-@RmX)>0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)<0)?2.0*3.141592654-@A:

(((@TmX-@RmX)<0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)>0)?3.141592654-@A:

(((@TmX-@RmX)<0.0 && (@TmY-@RmY)<0)?3.141592654+@A:@A))));

PX=sin(Dip)*Sep/2.0*cos(Azm)+(@TmX+@RmX)/2.0;

PY=sin(Dip)*Sep/2.0*sin(Azm)+(@TmY+@RmY)/2.0;

PZ=-cos(Dip)*Sep/2.0+(@TmZ+@RmZ)/2.0;

Reference
1White R.M.S, Collins S. LokeM.H, 2003, Resistivity and IP arrays, optimized for data collection
andinversion, Exploration Geophysics 2003, Vol 34, pp. 229-232
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